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Now that much of the database is compressed and partitioned, it takes up 75 TB of space. Some locations had
access to fresh data and others received older data. Accelerated access to data allows all Starwood properties,
globally, to get the same up-to-date data via a Microstrategy business intelligence tool. Previously, hotel
managers in some geographies could not do same-day or next-day analyses. The use of Oracle GoldenGate is
now enabling near- real-time reporting in some cases, with marketing decisions being made in near-real-time
and within a day of receiving the data, instead of having to wait months. Starwood is a fully integrated owner,
operator, and franchisor of hotels, resorts, and residences for the following internationally renowned brands:
St. Starwood Preferred Guest also has a partnership with 32 affiliated airlines allowing guests to redeem their
points for flights under the "SPG Flights" program. Regis was a Sheraton from on, and following a lavish
restoration from to , it was part of the ITT Sheraton Luxury division before it became the cornerstone and
flagship of Starwood's new brand. In the first South East Asian location opened in Kuala Lumpur , Malaysia
Tribute Portfolio[ edit ] Launched in April , Tribute Portfolio is a collection of independent upscale to upper
upscale hotels within the Marriott International portfolio of brands. Main article: W Hotels W Hotels is
Starwood's luxury lifestyle brand, generally marketed towards a younger crowd. It was originally formed by a
real estate investment firm Starwood Capital under the name of Starwood Lodging and was run by the
ambitious Barry Sternlicht. All Starwood hotels use a single, global, enterprise data warehouse to retrieve
information about things such as customer loyalty, central reservations, and rate-plan reports for efficient hotel
management. Global Citizenship Starwood Hotels has a legacy of caring for the communities in which we
operate, so Global Citizenship comes naturally to us. The St. The brand is currently present on four continents,
with a total pipeline of 57 operating and signed hotels as of April  The sixth strategy was the Global Growth
which guided Marriott to expand their footprint and profitability. Our work focuses on the environment and
our communities and leverages our people, our brands, our relationships and our global reach, because we are
uniquely equipped to help our associates and guests create a better world to experience. Mission Statement
Starwood's mission is to consistently exceed our guests' expectations in terms of the products and services we
provide to our business and leisure travelers. Almost all hotel chains regardless of ratings feel pressure of hard.
Main article: Design Hotels Berlin-based Design Hotels provides hospitality services to a network of nearly
independently owned and operated hotels. Strategic giving allows Starwood to address global priorities while
continuing to meet unique local needs. It is named for The St. Starwood also owns Starwood Vacation
Ownership, Inc. We strive to create an experience that is responsive to our guests' needs by using the
information you entrust us with responsibly. In the s, head bartender Fernand Petiot introduced the Bloody
Mary cocktail. Certain locations offer guests complimentary access to art galleries and museums through
collaborations and partnerships. Hotel managers were receiving the transient-pace reportâ€”which presents
market-segmented information on reservationsâ€”five hours later than needed. In September the first German
location opened in Frankfurt. Though the hotels vary from newly built flagship properties to more modest
conversions of previous hotels, they have a common theme of spare, minimalist modern decor and hip,
informal names for categories of rooms and public areas. In addition, Starwood Hotels management runs
critical daily operating reports from the data warehouse for business functions, such as booking pace,
forecasting, arrivals reporting, and yield management. In addition, the company is using Oracle GoldenGate to
replicate data from its central reservations systems and other online transaction processing
databasesâ€”significantly accelerating ETL processes. Starwood Associate Relief Fund The mission of the
Starwood Associate Relief Fund SARF is to help ensure safe living conditions for Starwood and franchise
associates after a natural disaster or a large scale act of displacement through the provisions of need-based
emergency financial grants. Real-time feeds, which were not possible before, now allow transactions to post
immediately to the data warehouse, and users can access the changes in 5 to 10 minutes instead of taking 24
hours, making the process up to x faster. We translate these advanced technologies into value for our
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customers through our professional solutions, services and consulting businesses worldwide. We reviewed a
number of vendors, but only one worked best with our architecture. We have used Oracle products for a long
time, and choosing Oracle Exadata enables us to preserve existing IT and human capital investments,
particularly in our data warehouse infrastructure. Main article: St. Such delays prevented managers from
adjusting rates appropriately, which could impact rates and revenue. Nowadays centralization and integration
are common for hotel industry all over the world. Starwood is a fully integrated owner, operator and franchisor
of hotels, resorts and residences with the following internationally renowned brands: St. In April , Marriott
began a pilot program offering vacation rentals under the Tribute Portfolio brand. Our data analysis
environment requires many complex calculations with multiple data layers and much use of SQL Analytics in
the database.. For example, the lobbies of all the hotels are known as the "Living Room". It was launched in
with the W New York, a conversion of the old Doral Inn hotel at Lexington Avenue in Manhattan and the
brand has since expanded with over fifty hotels and resorts around the world.


